
SOLUTION BRIEF

The Cloud Adoption 
Maturity Journey:  
Move to the Cloud

While many organizations have some workloads leveraging a cloud service, the majority of production 
workloads still remain on-premise. Many IT teams still face questions on exactly how, in what order 
and the best way to securely and quickly move workloads to the cloud. They may be considering 
doing so with individual projects, new market opportunities or even complete corporate data center 
migrations. Ultimately, each aspires to leverage cloud services to improve how they deliver outcomes. 

If your organization is at this stage and looking at how to Move to the Cloud, this solution brief offers 
recommendations to help you begin to develop and refine your cloud roadmap. With a solid roadmap, 
you’ll enable more efficient and agile operations so you can better respond to changing market 
conditions and competitive demands. 

The typical cloud journey for most 
organizations follows these stages:   
move to the cloud, operate and 
optimize the cloud and innovate 
in the cloud.



CONSIDERATIONS FOR CLOUD READINESS: 

Move to the Cloud
Consider a Cloud Adoption 
Framework that answers:

• What are the business priorities, 
timelines, milestones that are 
dependent upon IT/cloud adoption?

•  What’s the motivation driving the 
cloud decision?

 – Critical business event

 – Migration

 – Innovation

•  What are the expected business 
outcomes of adopting cloud?

 – Agility/Ability to rapidly respond

 – Profitability

 – Market expansion

•  How will you measure success?

•  Do you have an approach for 
adoption defined?

 – Workload-based approach

 – IT asset-based approach

 – Incremental approach

Define a documented IT strategy 
that:

• Aligns to business goals

• Prioritizes strategies and 
initiatives

• Defines business outcomes/key 
performance indicators (KPIs) 

The Cloud as the Enabler for Business Agility  
There are many considerations, including risk, when developing your cloud 
strategy and roadmap. Planning is required regardless of whether you have 
an immediate need to move workloads to the cloud or want to define your 
strategic cloud roadmap for the long term.

Start by defining business goals and identifying KPIs that will demonstrate  
how your cloud initiatives can improve business outcomes.   

Gartner suggests that organizations should consider these questions  
as they develop their cloud strategy:1 

1.  Where and how should our organization consume cloud  
computing services?

2.  How will we access, secure, manage, integrate and govern across  
hybrid environments?

3.  How does cloud computing factor into our application strategy  
and architecture?

4.  How should our existing data center and infrastructure approaches  
and technologies change?

5.  Where will our business become a cloud computing service provider  
to others?

Answering these questions “helps standardize cloud strategy across an 
organization, while allowing for an approach that will meet the unique  
needs of different use cases and business units.”

On a more granular level, organizations will want to:

1.  Classify apps to create business requirements – Identify application  
owners, rank how important each application is to your company and 
evaluate application requirements.

2.  Assess fixed assets and data center lifecycle – What are the fixed assets 
needed to get as much value as you can? Identify what you’ll need to 
acquire. 

3.  Define and prioritize security policies – Define and automate security 
policies and enforcement mechanisms to protect the availability of apps 
and data—and enable IT teams to quickly provision dev-test and other 
environments and make decisions about consumption.  

4.  Identify opportunities for ITSM – Moving to the cloud doesn’t alleviate the 
need for an IT service management strategy, it amplifies it. Take advantage 
of opportunities to automate monitoring and incident management.

5.  Vet your potential cloud provider – Before you entrust a partner with  
your important data and integral cloud services, make sure they earn  
your confidence.

1. 5 Questions to Answer When Building a Cloud Strategy,” Gartner.com, 02/28/2018.



Recommendations
A highly skilled and experienced Cloud Services provider can help you plan for the constantly changing technology 
demands of the public cloud. They’ll help you design, implement and operationalize these platforms to accelerate your 
digital transformation and deliver the innovation and business agility that the marketplace demands—without adding  
to your job. 

A Cloud Services provider can also help you align with business objectives to extract maximum value and reduce the  
risks associated with cloud initiatives. They’ll help you develop strategies to leverage the scale of public cloud providers 
and augment private cloud environments with common policy enablement and governance. 

Recommended services: Health checks, assessments, architecture design, migration and proof of concept.

Hybrid Cloud Consulting Services
Logicalis works closely with you to strategically organize and accelerate your cloud adoption initiatives, enabling you to 
extract maximum value from existing assets. Services include: 

Cloud Placement Assessment:  

• Deliver financial analysis of  
cloud options before committing 
to provider

Application Rationalization:

• Document existing applications 
and categorize and identify 
redundancy

Cloud Monitoring and  
Management Requirements:

• Review availability, service 
level, compliance and other 
requirements

• Review public, private and  
hybrid operating models

• Facilitate discussion on 
application destiny (retain, 
replace, rearchitect, retire)

• Assess cloud monitoring and 
management needs and tool 
integration requirements

Cloud Optimization and  
Cost Management: 

• Cut cloud costs and ensure  
cloud resources are used 
efficiently across all business 
units, cloud accounts, cloud 
platforms and applications

Application Dependency 
Assessment: 

• Provide discovery of application 
relationships to infrastructure and 
supported business processes

• Identify unused or underused 
cloud resources

• Conduct application 
infrastructure grouping

Data Protection Assessment: 

• Define high availability, backup 
and retention requirements

• Define disaster recovery 
requirements

• Provide recommendations  
on storage needs to support 
backup and DR

• Implement budget controls  
to avoid surprises

• Define destination of workloads 
and sequence of workload 
migrations

Cloud Strategy Planning and  
Road Mapping: 

• Define and document  
business objectives

• Create financial profile for  
cloud and hybrid cloud 
deployment models

Network Connectivity and  
Security Assessment: 

• Provide a network assessment 
and third-party connectivity 
approach

• Provide a security assessment  
for secure cloud architecture

• Assess current applications  
and infrastructure deployments 
and document alignment to 
business objectives

Data Migration Strategy: 

• Define process and sequence  
of workload migration

• Provide toolsets for  
migrating workloads

• Identify gaps in the technologies’ 
abilities to deliver against 
business objectives

• Identify cloud and hybrid  
cloud benefits aligned to  
business objectives

• Develop a cloud roadmap  
based on business objectives  
and benefits 
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Resource Requirements and Sizing Assessment: 

• Determine virtual and physical server sizing based on workload requirement

• Determine storage sizing based on workload requirements

• Calculate infrastructure costs for recommended cloud consumption models

• Assess third-party software licensing model

Cloud-Based Workload Migrations and Monitoring: 

• Run cloud platform discovery tools

• Build migration plan and determine migration toolset

• Prepare cloud resources: deploy tenant, host provisioning, network

• Prepare on-site resources

• Set up migration process: configure source/target and migration toolset 
policies 

• Deploy and test failover to migrate on-premise machines to target 
destination

• Conduct user testing and validation with remediation of issues

• Document and deliver knowledge transfer to your technical team

• Create as-built architecture designs and runbooks

Public Cloud Workload Migration: From on-premise to cloud provider or 
within and between cloud provider data centers 

Technologies: Azure Site Recovery (ASR), Azure Import/Export, DataBox, AWS 
Snowball, AWS Server Migration Service, Carbonite Migrate, Veeam Backup and 
Replication, VMware Native, Zerto Virtual Replication, Native Monitoring toolsets, 
Nimsoft Monitoring, DataDog Monitoring, ServiceNow monitoring integrations

Logicalis or Private Cloud Workload Migrations: From on-premise to Logicalis 
data center or private cloud

Technologies: Veeam Backup and Replication, VMware Virtual Replication, 
QEDD or BRMS for IBM i, Nimsoft Monitoring

WHY LOGICALIS?

• Award-winning: Continuously 
recognized in the industry for 
our award-winning solutions  
and services. 

• Public cloud partner: Support 
for leading public cloud 
platforms—and workloads for 
each—through key partnerships 
with AWS, Microsoft and IBM.

• Experienced, highly skilled 
teams: Highly certified and 
experienced cloud professionals 
and engineers with decades of 
experience.  

• Customer success: Team 
approach, documented 
methodologies, DevOps practice 
and project management team  
to ensure project success.

• Global business: Global 
capabilities across 26 countries— 
we speak with one voice, 
provide one truth, deliver a 
singular experience. 

WHAT’S NEXT? 

The Hybrid Cloud Workshop is tailored to your unique requirements and is an 
ideal way to start your cloud project or get cloud initiatives back on track.  
Visit us.logicalis.com/workshops to schedule your complimentary  
workshop today. D


